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BPO: A MA'ITER OF LIFE AND PENSIONS

We've long said that the heydays of S/ITS

market growth are well and tme over.

Indeed. the theme of our presentation at

Ovum's recent Intellect event was 'Finding

opportunity in maturity' - to some perhaps

a bit like trying to pick out the sharpest

needle from a pile of blunt ones.

But within the £26 billion UK software and

IT services market. there are many

pockets of double-digit revenue growth,

One of the largest ♥ or perhaps at £4

billion it☁s really more of a complete trouser

leg ♥ is business process outsourcing. By

our reckoning, BPO grew by 14% in the

UK in 2004. That's well above the S/lTS

average for the year ♥ of 5.4%.

BPO itself covers a broad church of

subsegments. Some markets (such as

cheque processing and payroll) are

thoroughly mature. And some. notably

local government outsourcing. have

remained key growth areas for many

years. But. in recent times. we'd argue
mat no subsegment has been more

important to the growth and evolution of

the UK BPO industry than lite. pensions

and investments (LP&l). We☁d also add that

no subsegment will play such a pivotal role

in the development of the industry in the

coming years.

From pioneering to mainstream

Life. pensions and investments outsourcing

isn't especially new, It really started to get

going as a market around the turn of the

millennium. with a number of deals signed

from 2001 onwards. Since then it's

remained a hot area. even by BPO

standards. Our analysis shows that. since

January 2004. LP&| has accounted for one

in every live pounds of contract value that

has been let in the BPO market in the UK.

But we've yet to reach mainstream adoption.

Less than 10% of the £100 million+ policies

in the UK have been outsourced so far. so

we've barely scratched the surface in terms

of market potential. Recent RFP and bid

activity in the sector suggests that the next

wave of LP&I rms are looking to outsource

closed books of policies. and that 2005

could well be a recurd year for LP&I contract

signings. We would also expect a lot more

[continued on My: two]
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business to come to market during

2006 and 2007,

While not all LP&I deals to date
have gone 100% swimmingly from
the vendor's point of view, it☁s clear
that the LP&I industry has begun to
accept the concept of outsourcing
closed books of business. The
cost savings are a huge incentive,
but so too is the chance to remove
a signi cant lump of capital from an

insurer☁s balance sheet. We can
also expect more open book deals
to gradually come to market.
Meanwhile, those outsourcers
taking up a position in LP&I may
well find other opportunities
opening up in related activities. The
essential deliverable required here
is large-scale customer transaction
and account management, and
that's applicable in many areas of
retail nancial services from current
accounts to mortgages, not to
mention telecoms, utilities and
even government.

A big draw

Such activity levels and prospects
attract a lot of interest from the
supply side. We've recently
updated our rankings of BPO
players in the UK. Of the top ten
players, four already have a
burgeoning LP&| business ♥
Capita, Liberate, EDS and Unisys.

Siemens☁ National Savings and
Investments contract also makes
it a signi cant contender in this
market. Meanwhile, Vertex is set
to take a position through the

acquisition of Marlborough
Stirling. IBM and Accenture have
also shown interest. As if that
weren☁t enough, the larger Indian
players with back-office
capabilities are beginning to show
up in LP&I bids too.

Risky business

All this competition means pricing

and negotiation is tight. Risk
pro les are being pushed to the

limit ♥ and, in some

cases, beyond it.

Anyone taking on

this LP&I business

assumes a number of

risks. Customers are

obliging outsourcers

to guarantee cost

savings. The

outsouroer therefore

takes on the risk that, if

it cannot reduce costs

adequately (as well as

meeting prescribed

KPls), it might fail to

make a decent - or

indeed any ♥ positive

margin. The risks associated with

cost reduction are complex. and

even with the number of deals

already let, vendor models in this

area are still evolving.

Technology and people involve

risk. Vendors need to satisfy

themselves that they can migrate

policies and systems within

predictable timescales and with

predictable effects. These are

classic outsourcing risks, and

vendors are well versed in

calculating them, although this

hasn't prevented difficulties on

some contracts.

But in LP&I we nd two additional

areas of risk. Firstly, vendor

revenues are inevitably tied to

volumes. So when taking on a

book of business, there is the risk

that customer attrition will be

steeper than anticipated. And

with open book business, rates of

customer acquisition and

retention can be hard to predict.

VAT strikes back

Secondly, in a highly regulated

area such as the life and pensions

industry. the potential for ♥ and

possible risks associated with ♥

regulatory change has to be

considered. Such things can be

very hard to assess accurately.

and this has been highlighted by

Company
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Unisys

Atos Origin

Xchanging

C
X

X7 Liberate

Accenture

Top 10 UK BPO players ranked by revenue

HQ

U

n Siemens Business Services a

the recent developments around

VAT. In a landmark test♥casegthe

European Court of Justice has

ruled that back»office services

offered by Accenture to a Dutch

insurer should no longer be

exempt from VAT. This turn of

events has huge Implications for

LP&| outsourcers. It now looks

likely that 10♥15% will be added
to the cost of services in the UK.
Henceforth, this clearly needs to
be baked into contracts.

But the main concern is over those
contracts already let. Fort while
vendors have attempted to include
the risk of the addition of VAT into
their contract terms, soaking up an
extra 10♥15% cost could be highly
damaging to pro tability.

It is to be hoped that HM Treasury
will find a way of cushioning the
blow for the industry Nonetheless.
these VAT Issues underscore the
intrinsically risky nature of the

LP&| business.

As in so many areas of

outsourcing, it really is a case of

caveat vendor ♥ seller beware!

(Phil Cod/ing/Samad Masood)

 

Further analysis of the UK BPO

market can be found in Ovum's

update on the subject. as released

this month. For more details. please

contact your Ovum account manager,

  



 

Holway Comment

The mid-sized S/ITS company ♥ where to now?

☁How much is my company

worth?☂ is a question we have

been asked for most of the last

20 years. In the past,

something close to the answer

could be given by quoting the

latest average P/Es for the

sector. We've been collecting a

snapshot of these for 20 years

now. With the exception of the

dot.com/Y2K era, P/Es have

ranged between the mid teens

to the early twenties. This is

roughly where 'average'

valuations sit right now.

Tech share indices have been

virtually unchanged for almost

two years now. But earnings

really have grown quite well. This

has usually been as a result of

cost cutting rather than revenue

growth. But this is frustrating for

many. As fast as they boost
earnings, relative valuations have

fallen, so that this performance

has not been fully reflected in the

share price.

rd like to give hope that this

situation would change for the

better. But most analysts expect

tech indices like Nasdaq to
{emain flat for the rest of the year.

indeed, if you accept the point I

have put forward in the past ~ that

11☁ growth will be modest and that

W will behave more like other

cyclicals (like automobiles.

construction etc) a then the

So what can you do?

Growth matters

More than ever before, averages

hide more than they reveal. Make

your Ill million of profit from

reselling hardware or supporting

PCs and your company will be

worth around half of the value

ascribed to a company earning

the same 21 million pro ts from

BPO. Just being aligned to a

growth sector boosts valuations.

Back in 1999 we saw every

company aligning themselves

with the Internet. We remember

lCL trying to persuade us that

80% of its revenues were related

to e»business! The same

phenomenon applies today. It's

not just recategorising all

revenues as 'outsourcing': we

also see it in the liberal use of

'mobile enterprise☁. In consumer
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Richard Holway

products, e- has been replaced

by if as everyone wants to be

associated with the success of

Apple's iPod and iTunes.

Size matters too

We chart on page 4, from Regent

Associates. shows that there is

now a real premium for size. Small

companies, say with revenues of

less than £3 million. would attract

valuation metrics of a third or less

compared with companies with

revenues exceeding £50 million.

Indeed, if you look at the UK

companies acquired in 2004/2005,

the £50 million to 俉150 million

P/Es of quoted UK S/ITS companies

60

50

30

57

  

Current valuation decline might 1 ☁ ☁Cydicals☁
~ » i i ☁ i have average

continue. After all, cyclicals have 0 I I ☁ y ☁ PIES nearer

P/Es of around 10 and produce Apr-AprAprAprApr-Apr-Apr-Apr prApr-AprAprApr-ADrMar-Apr-Apr♥AprAprAprAprr 10

yields of upwards of 5% 85 87 as as so 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 ea 99 00 00 01 02 03 04 05

compared to S/ITS average P/Es
of around 18 and yields of <1%_ Source: Ovum/Thompson Datastream

(continued on page tour]
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revenue band is where all the

action has been ♥ ITNet. Synstar,

Staffware, Diagonal, 8X3. London

Bridge Software. Merant,

Marlborough Sterling etc,

If you are an overseas company

looking for a foothold in the UK

market, you need instant

gratification. Sure you could get

to 俉50 million revenues in the UK

by acquiring 20 companies with

$12.5 million revenues each.

Indeed, the UK has a huge

number of such companies to

choose from ♥ many of them run

by 50-something yeareold owners

who would bite your hand off for

an offer which could free them for

retirement on the golf course, The

costs. risks and management

time involved in such a multia

acquisition route are high. So it's

little wonder that the larger

companies command a

considerable premium just for

being of a particular size.

The problem is that the number of

such 俉50 million to £150 million

revenue target companies is

already small and getting smaller!

Of the 150 UK quoted S/ITS

companies. less than 20 now fall

into that revenue range. Rumours

abound concerning the fate of a

number of these and we wouldn't

be surprised to see that number

below a dozen in a year☁s time.

This is, of course, one of the

reasons why we have seen the

(relbirth of the 'consolidator'.

Companies like Computer

Software Group and Maxima see

it almost as their mission

statement to acquire with an

objective that they in turn will

become prey once they have

reached the critical size.

We say 'rebirth' because it is all

strangely reminiscent of the

ambitions of companies like

Headland, Ferrari, Systems

Reliability ♥ even Misys ♥ back in

 

2004 valuation ratios by size of company

PSR

$1m♥
55m

$5m♥
$10m

<$1m

PIE

PSR = 1.06

Median transaction

  

$10m♥
$50m

12.8 million

$50m♥ >$1bn
$100m

$100m♥
$1bn

Size of company

Source: Regent Assoc/ales

the late 19803. But they all

proved that 'size for size sake☁,

without a more fundamental

business objective, rarely works.

ls remaining small an option?

The maxim used to be 'get niche

or get out'. We notice that one of

the leading trade journals is now

saying 'get niche AND get big, or

get out'.

The UK is full of small, niche S/ITS

companies with revenues of a

couple of million or less. Many

seem quite capable of making

margins of up to 50% (before

owners' drawings) and provide an

excellent lifestyle But the chances

of anyone buying your company

for much more than a couple of

years of drawings/pro ts. is now

pretty slim. That's why manywill

still prefer to keep working as the

best way of amassing the

retirement pot.

There are certainly very few small

business owners who have the

ability. ambition or the guts to take
the risks on becoming very

much bigger.

 

Our S/lTS world seems to be on a

relentless path:

0 The biggest companies will get

bigger and bigger, But not

necessarily that much more

pro table or even that much more

valuable.

- Mid♥sized companies are an

endangered species. Finding a

UK S/ITS company with revenues

between £50 million and £150

million in 2010 will be as difficult

as finding hen's teeth.

- Growing a company by organic

means from £5 million to £50

million revenues will be

increasingly dif cult. On the other

hand, those that manage it will be

richly rewarded.

0 Many will decide the risks are

not worth it and either sell or

accept the lifestyle (and profits) of

the smaller company.

Whatever, we fear that the demise

of the mid-sized company will

make the UK S/lTS scene a less

colourful place.

(Richard Holway)
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☁3 SIRIUS MAKES SERIOUS PROGRESS
smils

 

Sirius Financial Solutions, the

AIM♥listed supplier of software and

services to the insurance and

financial services industry

announced its results for the year

to end December 2004. Revenues

reached £21.7m. 5.7% up on

2003 (that's organic growth of

5.4% if we strip out the effect of

acquisitions). Operating pro ts

(before goodwill amortisation) of

£1.87m were a big improvement

on the £357k registered in 2003,

PET was £385k. compared to the

previous loss before tax of £581k,

EPS was lAp (2003: loss per

share of 3.9p). The nal dividend is

doubled to 1.0p.

Comment: After the challenges

and disappointments of 2003.
2004 turned out a whole lot better

for Sirius. The topline growth
achieved is not exactly stellar. but

having seen a decline of 10% in

2003. it's good to see the

company return topositive territory.

During the year. Sirius wisely shifted

its business model towards term
licencing (as opposed to the
previous model of perpetual

licencing). and it's clear that this is
already helping the company
achieve less lumpy. more

predictable sales.

Crucially. the effective management

of costs has meant a healthy rise in

Q DAT Group

DAT Group plc. developer of

mobile device management

software. announced its maiden

results following its admission to

AIM last Decemben Turnover for

the year to 31 December 2004

was £2.4m (2003: 23m for the nine

months to 31 December). The

margins as revenues have picked

up As for most S/lTS businesses.

people are Sirius' most expensive

asset. and the company has clearly

worked hard to keep staff costs

down. To do this. it's restricted the

use of subcontracted labour by

managing existing personnel more

effectively, It's also set up a

development capability in Delhi.

lndia. which now comprises 12

developers (with plans to up this to

30 in the coming months).

Both of Sirius' principle business

units performed steadily.

intermediary Systems. which sells

and supports the Sirius for Broking

application in the insurance sector.

grew revenues from £11.2m to

£11.8m. Insurance Systems

handles the Sirius for Insurance

and Swift applications ♥ here

revenues grew from 26.2m to

£7.0m.

On a geographic basis, the

UK/Europe continues to account

for the vast majority of Sirius'

business. although North

America/Caribbean showed

growth of 45% to £1.8m. The

acquisition of New Zealandebased

Sirius Datasure should ensure

further growth in the ☜Rest of the

World' revenue gure (which stood

at £1.3m for 2004).

So the outlook is promising for

Sirius. With its new-found stability.

vertical focus and niche

applications. the company may

well attract attention from the

buyers currently snif ng around the

nancial services market.

(Phil Cod/mg)

Sirius revenue split by geography, 2004

North America 8% ♥\

MAIDEN RESULTS FOR DAT

company reported an increased

loss for the year of 22m (2003: loss

of E1 .1 m for the nine months to 31

December) Loss per share was

14.7p (2003: loss of 8.8p for the

nine months to 31 December)

Cash balances at 31 December

2004 were 25.5 million. and there

Rest of World 6%   
Europe and UK 86%

will be no dividend.

Simultaneously. DAT announced

the acquisition of Synchronica

Software GmbH of Berlin. a

developer of device managernenl

and synchronisation products. The

acquisition used upa little of the

[continued on page slx]
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E6m raised at last December's

flotation ♥ the purchase price

amounts to euroGOOk (about

£411k] of which two thirds has

been paid in cash, the other third

being deferred and payable over

the next 12 months, subject to

development goals being met by

another German company, Ergon,

which currently maintains and

develops software for Synchronica.

Comment: Chairman John Gunn

said that "during 2004 the

Company completed the

transition... from an (T consulting

business to a developer and

Accenture posted another quarter

of impressive revenue growth in

April, with net revenues for its

second quarter to 29 February up

10% in local currencies (15% in

dollar terms) to $3.8bn. European

revenues led the way with 17%

local currency growth (27% in

dollar terms) to $2bn. well ahead of

2% local currency growth in the

Americas (reaching $1.54bn). The

UK in particular grew fast ♥

by 22%.

Worldwide, consulting revenues

rose 8% in local currencies (14%

in dollars) to reach $2.3bn. 60%

of revenues. Outsourcing rose

13% in local currencies (18% in

dollars) to reach $1.51bn, or 40%

of revenues. Financial services

was the best♥performing vertical,

growing 25% in local currencies

(33% in dollars) to reach $859m.

Accenture is clearly out♥

performing the market.

Cash flow was very healthy ♥

operating cash flow was $787m

(a whopping 21% of revenues)

and free cash flow was $726m

(19% of revenues) Total cash

balance was $3.08bn at quarter

end. But margins took a hit, in

part because of problems in the

Iicenser of software products".

The increased loss-making was

attributed to ☜the investment

recurred to develop, market and

support the new products" and

following the floation the

company has the cash to

withstand a bit more loss-making.

Mobile device management is

undoubtedly a hot topic,

particularly as more and more

companies move to provide

access to travelling employees.

but infrastructure software is a

competitive market and scale and

brand presence can be important

UK, Gross margin fell from 33%

to 30.8%. and operating (EBIT)

margin excluding exceptional

items fell from 12.6% to 11.4%,

Pre-tax and net margins were

both up healthily at 12.9% and

5.5% respectively. however.

Accenture said operating and

gross margin decline was caused

by three problems: delays in

deployment (and therefore

payment for work) on two NHS

outsourcing mega-deals, cost

overruns on some engagements

and staf ng shortages.

Accenture is forecasting revenue

growth of between 8% and 14%

for 03, and diluted EPS growth of

30% to 35%. It expects a 13%

operating margin for the year It☂s

even considering plans to begin

paying dividends.

Comment: Mega-deals are key to

rapid organic revenue growth, but ♥

as EDS can testify ♥ they can get
pretty hairy. Accenture says it's
booked a $24m loss on the NHS
contracts in 02, and a total of

$38m in the rst hatf. Full-year
losses on the contracts will be
$110m to $150m, and the

contracts will remain loss-making in

to potential clients. The extension

of the DAT Mobility Platform

(DMP) with Syncronica

functionality will increase its

attractiveness to operators. but

this is a competitive market. In

early trading the stock was off

9%, to 430p. In March the stock

briein exceeded 500p} However.

given that the company oated

less than four months ago at

130p per share (market cap has

risen from 俉25m to about ESOm).

we expect most investors will be

fairly happy with the performance

to date.

(Philip Carnelley)

ACCENTURE REPORTS A STRONG C22, MARRED

ONLY BY NHS PROBLEMS

nancial 2006. returning to pro t

only in nancial 2007. Scary stuff!

This is a real warning to other

companies involved in this (or a

similar) programme ♥ especially

those without many other mega-

deals to fall back on. Richard

Granger, the NHS IT chief, is still

playing hardball and is clearly only

prepared to pay when he feels

that the service is truly delivered.

Is Accenture the last to be in this

position? I doubt it.

Aside from this, Accenture is doing

extremely well, thanks in great

measure to its smart blend of

outsourcing and consulting. The

growth in consulting is impressive.

as is the general growth in Europe.

especially the UK and Spain ♥

Accenture is outperforming the

industry by a long way. its

problems ♥ NHS aside ♥ are mostly

linked to its expansion. especially

staf ng shortages and the need to

pay more staff bonuses. It's worth

noting that costs of service are still

rising faster than revenues, partly a

re ection of those staf ng issues.

The fundamental model is working.

but the machine is still overheating

somewhat, And there's the wild

card ♥ the NHS. (Douglas Hayward)



>>
gresham

 

Gresham Computing, the

provider of solutions for banking.

integration and storage, has

announced results for 2004. It

posted a 21% increase in turnover

to £12.4m; operating losses

reduced by 36% to ♥£1,4m, while

pretax losses reduced by 40% to

♥E1.2m. Diluted loss per share

was ♥1.81p (2004: ~4.05p).

Despite the losses the company

has net current assets of £6.4m

including over 28m in cash.

UK turnover (by destination) was

up 44% to E7m, and accounts for

57% of sales. North America (13%

of sales) was down 3% ♥ but in

constant currencies that would be

growth. Turnover in the rest of the

world grew 1% to 俉3,8m.

Comment: After a tough 2003.
Gresham has made progress but

 

TATA

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)

has broken the £1bn ($2bn)
revenue barrier during its first full

year as a public company. But

lower than expected sales and

earnings in the fourth quarter

have tinged the celebrations

TCS☁s consolidated revenue (under

Indian GAAP) was reported as

98.2bn rupees (21.17bn), with

pro t before interest. depreciation,

taxes and exceptionals coming in

at 29bn rupees (E347m). Profit

before tax came in at 26.3bn

nipees (E318m), and earnings per

share including exceptionals were

42.02 rupees (50p).

Although no comparisons could be

made with the previous year, fourth

quarter revenue and net income ♥

at 25bn rupees and 4.7bn rupees

is not out of the woods yet.

its most important project, the

Cable 8. Wireless Real Time

Nostro service (CWRTN) has

made "significant progress" and

has started to earn revenue.

Nostro accounts are accounts

held by one bank with another in a

foreign country. CWRTN is a real,

time finance information service

based on Gresham technology

and delivered by C&W. It now has

11 data providers, and three

paying subscribers. ☜Several☝

other banks are in trials. Also.

TietoEnator has agreed to support

the service in northern Europe for

some of its banking customers.

The company saw revenue

growth in its integration and

storage businesses e Enterprise

☜solutions☝ (including the provision

respectively ♥ came in 7% and 29%

lower than market expectations.

Comment: These results have

sent a shockwave through India's

stock markets. which were

already reeling from lnfosys'

results last week, which 7'

cautioned about flat revenue

growth in the current first quarter

and overall growth slowing over

the coming year

We should keep this all in

perspective though. TCS still

grew its profits by 30% in the

fourth quarter. and Infosys

expects revenue growth to slow

to 30% over 2005 from what has

been a circa 50% rate up till now.

Most of these companies' rivals in

the UK. Europe and US would be

ecstatic with such forecasts,
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GRESHAM BUlLDS FOR THE FUTURE

of contract staff) were up46%, to

£6.7m, though sales of software

rose just 1% to l25.7m.

CEO Andrew WaltoneGreen said

that "2004 was a year of solid

progress across all three divisions

in the group... Overall, the Board

believes that the business is now

well placed to deliver continued

growth in 2005 and beyond." The

Gresham share price has had a

roller-coaster ride in recent

months A we believe because of

rising and falling expectations

around the CWRTN project. It

seems the City was hoping for

more progress. In today's trading

the shares fell 12% to 240p. way

down from the peak just over a

year ago. of around 450p ♥

though more than double the lows

of two years ago,

(Phil Carnelley)

TCS ADDS TO INDIAN MARKET CONCERNS

Unlike lnfosys. which claimed

general market conditions

contributed to its lowered

forecasts. TCS executives have

repeated that there is no

downturn expected in the

offshore services market. Instead.

TCS claims that foreign exchange

fluctuations and the need for

additional employee incentive

provisions dragged down

its results.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the

lndian leaders. so far

unstoppable in their growth. are

beginning to show some cracks.

Wipro will also report its results

later this week, and we wait to

see if this other phenomenal

grower also has some bad news

to talk about.

(Samad Masood)
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IBM sent a shudder through the

market by announcing a

disappointing set of results. with

total revenue growth of 3% to

$22.9bn in the three months to

31 March 2005 ♥ but that was

just 1% growth at constant

currency. Gross pro t margin was

36.0%, up 0.4 points. Investors

sent IBM shares down nearly 4%

in the late trading session

Thursday, and were poised for

further selling on Friday.

Best results were in EMEA (up 2%

at constant currency to $7.7bn)

and the Americas (up 1% at

constant currency to $9.3bn)

while Asia-Pacific disappointed

(down 2% to $5.2bn).

Nevertheless, IBM did badly in

key European geographies,

including France and Germany,

and CFO Mark Loughridge said

the company is "re-examining our

operations and organisational

structure in Europe".

Global Services saw growth at

6% to $11.7bn, but just 8% in

local currency. and the company

was clearly disappointed with its

revenue growth in services. Gross

profit margin in services was

24.8% ♥ up 0.6 points ♥ but pre-

tax margin was down at 7.6%,

versus 8.4% in Qt 2004.

Software revenuesgrew just 2%

(flat at constant currency) at

$3.6bn, with a gross pro t margin

of 86.4% ♥ up 0.5 points. Pre-tax

Steria posted a satisfactory

performance during FY04 and

seems poised to raise its

pro tability. with a con rmed target

of 7% operating margin by 2007.

margin for software was

essentially flat at 223%.

Hardware revenues were flat

(down 2% in constant currency)

to $6.7bn, with a gross profit

margin of 27.5% 7 up 1 point.

IBM saw revenue growth across

all 4 of its 5 vertical sectors

worldwide, with the best

performance coming from

distribution, up 5%. IBM

continued its advance in the SMB

(small and medium-sized

businesses) market ♥ up 7% for

the second successive quarter.

Chairman and CEO Sam

Palmisano blamed dif culty in

closing transactions in the nal

weeks of the quarter, especially in

those countries with soft economic

conditions. as well as short term

Global Services signings.

Software sales were weak in

Europe, with Tivoli sales declining

in the region, and Europe saw

☜particular weakness" in

hardware sales as customers

delayed large deals, he said.

Comment: IBM's results certainly

suffered badly in March, though

some of this may have been a

result of the reorganisation of its

European operations. Detailed

gures released by the company

showed that it was 7% up onlast

year in January, 5.3% up in

February but 01% down in

STERIA IMPRESSES IN FY04

France is in a very healthy position.

with a much improved margin

(6.7% versus 3.5% in 2003) and
market-leading organic growth

(8%). Interestingly, the Nordic area,

IBM'S POOR 01 RESULTS FUEL EMEA

RESTRUCTURING RUMOURS

March. There were particular

problems in some countries:

Germany was down 8%. Italy

down 7%, Japan 4% and France

down 3% in constant currency

compared to 01 2004.

Lougridge said that "actions were

in place to drive improvements in

future performance including

some sizeabie restructuring

activities, primarin designed to

move decision making closer to

the customer". Details of the

restructuring "will come within the

next three months," he said. The

Wall Street Journal reported late

Thursday that IBM plans to cut

several thousand jobs in Europe.

citing a person familiar with the

matter. The company has told

employees that it will close two

sites in Germany and five in

Sweden and transfer the work to

lower-cost operations in Eastern

Europe, the newspaper reported.

The rise in SMB sales is

undoubtedly a good sign. IBM

clearly will take action to restore

Italy, France and Germany to

health, and we expect to see a

more effective European structure

to emerge soon. The question is

whether the disappointing

performance in services sales

was a one♥off. worsened by

organisational restructuring, or a

sign of a general market

slowdown. We shall see in three

months☁ time. (Ian Wesley)

which is more product centric,

saw an 8% growth in services.

Spain was the black spot, but the

company claims the country is

now back on track. following the

[continued on page nino]
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appointment of a new country

manager at mid♥year.

Comment: We have been

impressed with what Steria

achieved overall during the year.

Contrary to what we feared, the UK

business is not showing signs of

weakening. It recorded flat sales of

euro 271m (probably a 3% decline

excluding currency fluctuations).

but says this was due to delays

recorded on two outsourcing

contracts in the public sector ♥ in

criminal justice and defence.

Meanwhile. profitability increased

slightly. to 8.8% from 8.5%. Steria

boasts that all the bidders in the
recent Atlas outsourcing mega-
deal solicited its help. including the

ultimate winner. EDS, Steria says

Fujitsu

Fujitsu Ltd. Japanese parent of
UK-based Fujitsu Services. has
revealed its FY04 results for the
year to 81 March 2005. The
highlights include:

- total revenues were essentially
flat at ¥4.762bn (c$44.5bn) and
operating income increased by

6.6% to ¥1602bn
- consolidated net income was
almost 36% down on the previous
year at ¥31.9bn (c$298m) after
extraordinary gains (of at least
V169.7bn) and extraordinary losses

from real estate valuations,

restructuring charges and an

allowance for deferred taxes

totalling ¥128.7bn

- consolidated European sales

increased by 6% to V596.9bn.
European operating margins

improved from 1.2% in FY03 to
2.0% in FY04

a consolidated software and

services revenues were 1.1%

down on FY03 at ¥2.070bn

(c$19.4bn).

Within Fujitsu☁s software and

its business with the MoD

will continue to grow in the

coming years.

Whether this reflects its strength

in the UK market overall remains

to be seen. We are well aware

that Steria has the capabilities to

capitalise on the trend towards

"multi♥sourcing☜ (where clients

buy outsourcing services from an

ecosystem of suppliers rather

than sign a monolithic single♥

source contract). but we fear it

will be threatened by larger

players moving into its mid♥

market niche. In the face of this

challenge. it is encouraging to see

the company developing its

intellectual property in critical

areas (such as biometrics.

services business segment. sales

in Japan fell 3% on the back of

sluggish business in solutions and

systems integration and lower

public infrastructure systems

sales. Once again. however. the

Fujitsu Services business in the

UK was singled out for praise by

head of ce: its success in large-

scale government outsourcing

contracts (notably the NHS,

Aspire at the Inland Revenue. and

DII at the MoD) lies behind

☜strong☝ growth in the Overseas

Software and Services business

segment, Sales in this area

increased by 4.7% (or 9.8% on a

continuing operations basis)

to ¥537bn.

But operating pro ts at the

Software and Services business

slumped by almost 19% to

¥113.1bn. an operating margin of

5.4% compared to 6.5% the year

before and well below the ¥140bn

predicted at the time of its Q3

announcement. Fujitsu blames the

shortfall on significantly higher
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security and payments). But it will

also need to further develop its

integration and consulting

capabilities. which are weak in

certain countries. Also worth a

mention is the change

implemented around its sales

organisation. which was initially

structured around business lines.

It's now focused on industry

sectors ♥ ashift that is aimed at

reducing the company☁s

dependency on the public sector.

In our eyes. Steria is not yet a truly

pan»European player. But the

work done during the downturn is

impressive. It is getting tougher

on cost control. sharper in

business focus and stronger in

key countries. (Francois Daunat}

FUJITSU PROFITS FALL SHORT IN FY04

than expected development costs

relating to certain system

development projects in Japan.

Interestingly though. unlike fellow

NHS supplier Accenture. Fujitsu

claims its UK subsidiary saw

improved pro tability as a result of

☜increased earnings from large-

scale government sector

outsourcing deals",

Commenting on the results.

Hiroaki Kurokawa. President of

Fujitsu Limited. said: "Although

disappointed that we were not

able to meet out original earnings

targets for scal 2004, I am

encouraged by the strong

performance in our Platforms

segment. as well as by signi cant

improvement in our overseas

businesses, where we were

pro table in every region. "

For FY05, Fujitsu is forecasting

net sales of v4.850bn (+1.13%). a

9.2% increase in operating

income (to ¥175bn) and a 56.7%

increase in net income (to Y50bn).

[continued on pnga ten]
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Comment: What's clear from

these results is that the Fujitsu

Services business in the UK, with

Its recent successes in the public

sector, is a valuable source of

growth for Fujitsu Ltd. We'll be

speaking to Fujitsu to get the full

lowdown on its UK performance

over the coming weeks but, for the

moment, it's encouraging to hear

UK IT staff agency (lTSA) MSB

international has revealed results

for the year to 31 January 2005.

The highlights are as follows:

- turnover increased by 37%

(35% organic growth) to 俉92m

from 俉87m in 2004

- pre♥tax profits more than

doubled to £825k (2004: £311k)

♥ amargin of less than 1%

0 operating profit was £1.3m

(2004: 940%) before goodwill

amortisation of 2197K (2004:

£31k) and the cost of starting up

new businesses (£234k this year

and $226k last year)

- EPS came in at 2.57p compared

to 0.76p the year before.

During the year, permanent

recruitment has grown to

represent 23% of gross profit

(2004: 17%) and MSB has

continued to diversify its business

away from pure IT recruitment with

the launch of MSB Secretarial.

Commenting on the outlook, MSB

Chairman Paul Davies said:

"Market conditions for our services

during the rst two months of the

current nancial year show

improvements on this time last

year. Whilst we are encouraged by

overall improvements in market

conditions, longer♥term growth

that profitability has improved.

Large. high-profile government

outsourcing contracts are by their

very nature risky though. Given the

high pro le problems that some of

its peers have had. particularly

with their NHS contracts, we'll be

watching future results

announcements carefully for signs

that the "deteriorating pro tability"

forecasts remain unpredictable. "

Comment: MSB has got to be

pleased with what was its most

profitable year since 2002 (see

Hotnews for more detail on the

numbers). in terms of revenues.

its technology business (which

accounts for 97% of total

revenues) grew 35% to £66.2m,

reflecting the release in pent up

demand it felt during the first half

of the year. Net cash inflow was

£322k, from last year's outflow of

俉1.7m, with net cash at 俉1.2m

(£3.3m in the previous year],

Worthy of note is that MSB is not

alone in achieving an impressive

double-digit increase in sales. For

example, market leader Spring

grew 37% in its latest nancial year.

while Lorien gained 33%. This rate

of growth will not, we believe, be

sustained. indeed, since Autumn

2004, MSB has seen demand for

contractors moderate.

The UK iTSA market has changed

dramatically over the past few

years. Consequently, MSB has

had to embark upon something of

a transformation journey, And in a

market where growth could we"
return to single digits, MSB will
have to continue to look for

seen on the problematic Japanese

system development projects

doesn't spread to the UK. That

said, we get the impression that

Fujitsu Services has taken a more

conservative approach to

recognising revenue from its NHS
contract than some of its fellow

Local Service Providers (LSPs).

(To/a Sargeani)

MSB GROWS PROFITS BUT CONDlTiONS REMAIN

☜UNPREDICTABLE☝

additional opportunities. it has
already increased its permanent
recruitment business from zero a
few years ago to 14% of gross
profit in FY05. The permanent
market provides better margins
than the contractor market, so if
MSB can start introducing
permanent elements to its
managed services contracts, then
all the better, It has also diversi ed
into other sectors (including
Finance and Sales 8. Marketing),
although these in total represent

just 3% of sales.

Going forward, management have
set their sights on acquisitions in
order to pump up sales, both in
technology and the other sectors
MSB is moving into. The company
has made two small♥sized
purchases Over the past year or so
ts only acquisitions to date, by the
way) and we understand it is
continuing to seek out further
opportunities. Certainly, there have
been notable improvements (for
instance, in its diversification
strategy into perm and other
industry sectors) but MSB needs
to keep on growing in size. A
merger with an lTSA of a similar
size would give it more clout to
compete with the very largest
players. (Kate Hanaghan)
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Unisys has reported revenues

down 7% to $1.37bn in its rst

quarter ended 31 March 2005. with

operating losses of $66.2m.

compared to pro ts of $58.8m last

year. Losses before tax were

$78.3m. while losses per diluted

share have come in at $0.13.

compared to a $0.09 pro t last year

Excluding the impact of pension

expenses in both 2004 and 2005.

the first-quarter 2005 loss was

$13.7m. or a loss of 4 cents per

share. compared with net income

of $44.0m. or 13 cents per share.

in the rst quarter of 2004.

Comment: As with the 2004 full

year. pension expenses and

problems with some

transformational BPO contracts

are still holding the company back.

and bringing its margins down.

CEO Joseph McGrath admitted

momma

 

Clinical Computing. developer of

clinical information systems for

healthcare markets, has

announced preliminary results for

the year ended 31 December

2004. Revenues fell 5.4% to

£1.76m. The company made an

operating loss of £1.02m. a slight

improvement on the operating loss

last year of £1.4m. and LBT was

俉763k (2003: LBT of £1.2m).

The company has appointed a

new CEO to be based in the UK to

concentrate on NHS opportunities.

John Lowry. while Jack Richardson

will step down from the board and

will concentrate on the company☁s

US activities.

to analysts at the full year end

that Unisys underestimated the

time and expense involved in

migrating clients' old

environments to newer

technology and processes ♥ a

crucial part of any

transformational deal. By taking

out the effect of pension

expenses. we can see how badly

this has affected services

margins: operating losses for the

division were $35.7m compared

to a $48.5m pro t last year.

This is a mistake that will have

severely dented the company's

reputation in outsourcing. and

combined with thefact that Unisys

is now focusing so much effort on

sorting it out. it☂s no surprise that

services revenues fell by 4.9% to

$1 .17bn over the quarter.

However. the company has still

managed to secure $400m worth

Comment: This is not great news

from Clinical. though it's much

better than the news at the half year

(Hotnews, 14 Sept 2004). when

revenues had plummeted 37%

year♥on-year and licences dropped

72%. Clinical derives over three♥
quarters of its revenues from the

US (78% to be precise ~ upfrom

75% in 2003) and suffered from the

weak dollar ♥ on a constant
currency basis the company would
have actually increased its revenues
3% on 2003.

Unlike in the rst half. over the

year as a whole new software

licence sales actually increased

slightly (2.5%), which is a more
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UNISYS FACES A YEAR OF PLAYING CATCH UP

of BPO and outsourcing deals

since January. including a 10-

year. $90m deal to provide

insurance processing services for

a new Resolution Life Group

company in the UK. Needless to

say. revenue from these will not

feed into Unisys for a while.

McGrath has said that he expects

the company to break even on

at revenue in the second quarter.

excluding pension expenses.

which provides some hope that

the problem contracts are on

their way to being resolved. Either

way, it's going to be a long, hard

year of playing catch up for

McGrath and his team. The

outsourcing market is the one

reliable growth area in IT right

now. and everyone is racing to

grab a piece. Unfortunately

Unisys has tripped up at the

starting blocks.

(Samad Masood)

CLINICAL COMPUTING ♥ IN RECOVERY BUT STILL

LOSS♥MAKING

hopeful sign for the future.

Clinical is adamant it's on the right

path but that government initiatives

in both the UK (18% of revenues)

and the US mean that buying

decisions are being deferred by

local buyers (such as NHS Trusts in

the UK). It does have signed

contracts for its latest 'CV4'

product. a hopeful sign for the

future. However. it can't continue to

lose money at the current bum rate

of 21m a year for more than a few

more months ~ in 2005 it must get

a capital injection or increase

revenues dramatically. The clock is

ticking fast for Clinical Computing.

(Philip Camelley)
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As projected in its February

trading update. Harvey Nash's

growth for FY05 (to end January)

hit 25%. The UK-based IT staff

agency registered revenues of

俉163,4m, with operating pro ts

(before goodwill amortisation) of

24.5m. which was an

improvement on the £2.0m

operating pro t for FY04. Pro t

before tax was £1.2m (FY04: loss

before tax of俉4.5m). Diluted EPS

was 0,51p (FY04: loss per share

of 7.513).

The company reported UK

revenues of £79.7m. up 14% on

the previous year (see Hotnews for

the full results). Although. this isn't

quite as stellar as some of the other

recent ITSA results we have seen.

the company did see operating

margins improve from 1.6% to

2.8%. Speci cally within its

resourcing business, margins

increased 10% due to a 50%

increase in revenues from

permanent staff and the

company's focus on the

placement of senior. highly skilled

IT staff.

Harvey Nash has also announced

that FD. Albert Ellis. will become

CEO to replace David Higgins

lnfosys Technologies. India's

third largest IT services company.

has reported 50% revenue growth

in the full year ended 31 March

2005. but there are indications that

the growth spurt may be coming

to an end.

The Bangalore♥based company

has reported revenues (under US

who has been promoted to the

role of Executive Deputy

Chairman. The company is

currently seeking a replacement

for Ellis and will inaddition create a

new 000 role.

Comment: We've seen a whole

raft of results from UK lTSAs

reporting doubledigit revenue

growth in 2004. This jump is

primarily due to a large number of

projects coming through during

the early part of 2004. CIOs who

had been holding back on

spending just couldn't hold back

anymore. it seems. So don't take

the impressive double-digit

growth figures to mean more

than they do. The pattern. we

believe, will not be sustained to

anything like the same degree

this year and beyond

For that reason. we're pleased to

see that Harvey Nash is preparing

itself for such an environment.

Organic growth will come through

the development of satellite

offices ♥ Bristol. Reading and

Leeds have been highlighted. It is

expected that this will be self-

funding. However. in the rst half

of the current year, the company

will be investing cESOOk in its

GAAP) of $1.6bn. with operating

income (after amortisation) of

$456m. up 39% on the previous

year. Pro t before tax was up 53%

to $491m. with diluted earnings

per share up 50.5% to $1.52.

Under Indian GAAP the company

reported revenues of 33.6bn

rupees, up 45%. and operating

HARVEY NASH CHANGES CEO AHEAD OF

GROWTH PLANS

outsourcing business ♥ on both

sides of the pond. Although

profits will take a hit as a result.

we think it's a worthwhile move.

Additionally. the company's locus

on providing highly skilled IT

professionals will continue to

have a favourable effect on

margins. The expansion of the

Board is a wise move as we

suspect the existing team was

feeling the undoubted pressure

that comes with the development

of more than one overseas

operation. The sooner the roles

can be lled. the better.

Going fonNard. expect to see

plenty more action in the US
specifically. Harvey Nash is

planning to open another three

offices over there within the next

two to three years. In mainland

Europe. the plan is focused on

increasing headcount and

developing services within

existing offices.

Overall. these are all sensible

plans. but ultimately Harvey Nash

will have to fight for every piece of

growth at the top line. while

pro ts in the short term will be
held back due to investments.

{Kate Hanaghan)

INFOSYS GROWS 50% ♥ BUT IS THE PARTY

DRAWING TO A CLOSE?

pro t before interest depreciation.

amortisation. exceptionals and

minority interests. grew 46.5% to

23.3bn rupees.

Comment: Historically the fastest

growing of the top three Indian

players. for the fourth quarter

Infosys only hit the lower range of

revenue predicted by a Reuters

[continued on page thirteen]
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analyst poll. which estimated

revenues between 19,805

20,490. it☁s fair to say that this was

probably due to the analysts' overs

exuberance for lnfosys ♥ after all,

at 5.5bn rupees. the fourth

quarter's net pro t still smashed

through the highest expectations

of 5.47bn rupees.

Yet, Infosys is still expected to have

outgrown its closest rivals e TCS

and Wipro ♥ in both revenue and

net pro t. These two companies

will soon release their own full year

results. and we can provide some

further comparisons of all three. As

expected. lnfosys' European

revenues continue to outgrow

other regions. with the continent

representing 223% of revenues.

compared to 19.2% in 2004. We
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expect this trend to be re ected

across the top three.

However, it does seem that Infosys

is expecting growth across the

board to decrease over the coming

year, saying that it expects revenue

growth of between 28% and 80%

for the year ending 31 March 2006.

Does this mean that the Indian

market has peaked? (Samad Masoad)

PARITY THROWS ITSELF INTO RECOVERY
GEE?

Parity (IT resourcing, training and

development) has reported results

for the year to 31 December 2004,

together with the results of its

strategic review.

Revenues (continued operations)

were up 7% at £169.9m with

losses (before goodwill,

amortisation and tax) reduced from

£18.7m to 俉6.9m. Net debt

increased from £12.0m to £13.7m.

In November 2004 founder Philip

Swinstead was asked to rejoin the

board and became Chairman. The

previous chairman, Bill Cockburn.

and CEO. Ian Miller. both departed.

Swinstead set about a strategic

review.

The basics of this were announced

in April:

☁ The European Resourcing

business, which generated

revenues of £27.2m. will be sold.

We understand that several suitors

are lined up and a period of

exclusivity will be announced soon.

- it was accepted that debt was

too high and clearly the sale of the

European ops will help. Lloyds TSB

has extended the revolving loan

facility to end 2006,

I Parity will focus in future on the

UK. Its current three operating

entities (Business Solutions,

Resourcing and Training) will come

under one merged management

with resulting cost savings "in the

millions". There will be ve pro t

centres (Resourcing, Training,

Consulting, Managed Services and

Development). In this manner,

Parity will offer a "one-stop shop"

to the UK

- The US business (revenues

俉14.5m) is being maintained but its

rationale "has not been proved in

recent years". "The board will

review the strategic logic in the light

of progress made". Probably

shorthand for 'We will sell when the

time is right and a buyer emerges".

t John Hughes. who was 000 at

Thales Group. takes over from

Swinstead as Executive Chairman.

(Swinstead becomes Deputy

Chairman and will move to an NED

role later in the year). NED John

Maxwell is also standing down.

Comment: Swinstead, has

described the situation at the

company as being a ☜sortable

mess☝. He explained that the

results had been delayed while the

company got in place three critical

things: the appointment of John

Hughes, the new Chairman. the

nancing deal with the bank and a

way forward for the sale of the

European business. Despite the

fact that the delay hit the share

price (which was the last thing it

needed), Swinstead was willing to

risk that in order to bring a more

positive story to the City.

Positive story?

So, is it indeed a positive story?

Well, the UK business has grown

13%. driven by the resourcing

business, which notched up gains

of 26%. However. in the scheme of

things, this number isn't as

impressive as first seems. For

instance, Spring grew 32%

(organically) in 2004. Lorien grew

33%, M88 International grew 35%

and SThree grew 21%. We believe

that pent up demand for services

in early 2004 is what boosted the

ITSA market last year.

You could look at Swinstead's ☜To

Do' list (which includes the

imminent sell-off of the European

business, appropriate investment

He. not around large projects] in

sales and marketing. and the

streamlining of central overheads)

and say there is great potential to

turn this ship around. On the other

hand. you could simply say there is

an awful lot to be done!

We do have additional concerns

around the loss-making training

business and wonder if Parity

wouldn't do well toof oad it. as

Spring did with its training

business in December 2003.

We're also concerned that the

company is still failing to cross-sell

to customers ~ this must surely be

an area for focus in 2005. So we're

[continued on page tounean]
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[continued from page thirteen]

very keen for Parity to unveil the

next phase of its longer-term

strategy 7 beyond recovery. More

details to follow as they emerge.

The managed services crunch

One of the key reasons why Parity

is now in an extremely unenviable

situation is that it threw itself into

managed sen/ices ♥ at the

expense of its core business. As

Swinstead puts it, "you can't turn a

3 SANDERSON

Sanderson Group, a provider of

enterprise applications to the

manufacturing, food and process

industries, mail order and wholesale

distribution sectors. has released

an encouraging set of results for the

half year to 31 March 2005. Pro

forma revenues ♥ which show the

company☁s performance had it

been trading in its current form for

the entire period ♥ increased 7% to

£7.9m. Meanwhile, operating

pro ts increased 11% taking the

margin to 16.3% from 158%.

Since its flotation in December

2004, cash generation has been

strong with cash flow from

operating activities at 96% of

operating pro t. Bank debt, net of

cash, came in at 21.1m from

£22m at the time of the otation.

&
harrier'

Harrier Group. which sold its

business to Matrix

Communications plc in March,

con rmed its losses for the year

ending December 2004. The

company grew revenues by 24%

to £11.2m. but made an

operating loss of £85k (2003:

operating pro t of 309k) Loss per

share was 0.39p (2003: earnings

per share of 55p). Following the

Parity into an EDS. " The result was

two or three rather large, loss

making contracts. Parity has now

acknowledged it must take

managed services one step at a

time: and, ultimately, it must think

carefully about how much

managed services it wants to

conduct.

Although the dispute over Ian

Miller☁s (ex-CEO) settlement

continues (and right now, this looks

The company's Chairman.

Christopher Winn, said he was

"encouraged by the progress." and

anticipated a ☜satisfactory

outcome" for the full year.

The company has also announced

that its current FD will be replaced

on 3 May by Adrian David Frost.

Since floating at 50p in

December, shares climbed to

61p by the end of April.

Comment: Certainly this is a

satisfactory performance in a

market that we estimate grew by

just 3.9% in 2004. into 2005 and

2006, our view of the applications

market is that growth will be

slightly weakened at 3.5%. Life,

HARRIER DISAPPOINTS AND

sell-off to Matrix, Harrier now has

cash balances amounting

to £4,2m.

Comment: It was the second half

performance that really grounded

Harrier. Turnover fell from 26.1 m in

the six months to June 2004 to

£5.1m in the six months to

December it was this slump that

precipitated Harrier☁s search for a

like it's reached stalemate),

Swinstead and John Hughes (the

incoming Chairman) really do have

to put a "dismal" three years

behind them and hope that existing

and new customers have faith in

Parity, as it recovers, throughout

this year and beyond. Swinstead☁s

ambition is to return to pro ts in

2006, which means an awful lot is

resting on the direction Hughes

takes the company over the

coming months. {Kale Hanaghan)

SANDERSON PERFORMS WELL IN MAIDEN

HALF YEAR

therefore. certainly isn't going to

get any easier for Winn and team,

which is why acquisitions are likely

to play an absolutely key role in

helping to enhance pro ts into the

future. Indeed. we understand

there are already some possibilities

in the pipeline,

It's good to see that the company's

investment in sales and marketing

capabilities has paid off, with a

resultant increase in the number of

new customers from 5% to 14% of

turnover However, Sanderson

must, alongside any acquisitions

that are made, continue to perform

well organically it☁s made an

encouraging start so let's see just

what the second half brings,

{Kale Hanaghan)

DISAPPEARS

buyer After talks with Germany's

Articon♥lntegralis AG were

abandoned in December, Matrix

emerged as the next likely

acquirer. Matrix pulled back from

acquiring the whole of Harrier, but

paid £4.5m in cash for the

company's three business units

and non-cash assets. Harrier's

Chief Executive Jim Stoddart and

Sales and Marketing Director

[continued on pago fifteen]
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Mergers & Acquisitions
Buyer Seller Seller Description Acquiring Price Comment

Alterian Mark☝ Privatelyhald ASP toner, Alterian will pay iusl Totiing up the terms gives a maximum potential acquisition once to Altenan ol
lnlormatton task in cash up- easok. including liabilities, That would be a handsome sum lora company
Services lronl,wtth an that had lumovar ol Esask in the year to July 2004, and PET ol Iusl 23k. Eul
Limited additional the merger should make the operation more pro table, not least

consideration at up because Matle☁s ASP service (which wrll now be branded ☁Alleltan
to mock subject to Connecl') has itseilbeen a channel tor Alterian soltware, However. the move
linalisation olterms will not be promenhancing until FVO7 (to March 2007). Alterian has done

good work lo ttim losses in tceni quartets. on the back otstrong revenue
growth (up 40% in the nine months to Deoemberi. So we hope Ihallhts smatt
acquisition won't be a distraction trorn such posiave progress.

Autonomy eraik usbasad call centre too☁iii 570m in cash and The acquisition ol eralk will augmentihe company's Audentity otteting by
sottware company shares adding caii monitoring intrastniciure sottwaro, the resulting solution. which

leverages the IDOL plaitonn and Autonomy's SoltSound technology. will
enable Audentity to monitorcalls. analyse theirconlenl. and suggest possible
soluuonsto callers' problems. as well as altering a range olposl-call
analytics.

Axon Feanix Providarol SAP consulting toms initial consideration Buying Feanix makes a total sense to us. Apantrom the cultural
admonition services to the Us ol523.5m considerations. itis ola size to make a ditlerence but notloo big to digest

Aerospace and Balance consisting ol sl2ni Funhernioto. me tact them has a very strong locus on one industry means it
Industry cash plus 2.8m can compete against the much biggarganeralists such as Capgeminl and

newly issued Axon IBM as there may well be opponuniiios nearer home to matte inroads into
shares worth the considerable European aerospace industry too.
st t 5m.

Danica Extraptise UK Specialist tr consultancy 100% ezook This is a minor acqutsmon tor Delia but nonetheless will add some usetul
expanise to trio company☁s commercial business. To date. Delica has
concentrated on lranslerring its 'inlormauon management skllls lrom its core

market. National Security. inlo omelvemmlst this is a sensible strategy and
has paid oil in the nancial services and TMT sectors. However. the territory
outside ils core niche vertical 0! National Security is less well known to

Detica and we welcome this acquisition as a way to enhance its

commercial expertise and expand its client list.

Madiasudoce Class-ActBV Providerol content 100% eutowok The purchase enables Modiesurlaoe to move into a new marketand a new
management systems geography. class-Act's silvarbullat products is an ASP CM solution »

Mediasurlaoe has been contemplating going down the hosted route tor some
time now. The tact that the acquisition will be immediately protitenhancing is
an added bonus,

satyem Citi'solt London-based too'iti 5232m over lhree We have been expecting an Indian acquisition on this scale tor some time
Computer consultancy locused on years. with an new lneian companies require local knowledge and 'teeton the street' it they
Services the investment additional $15.5m are to sustain growth in the UK and Europe in the longerlorm, autthe tact tha

managementmarket pertormaricebased Satyarri has become the rst to make a sanous dive into European M&A
payment reveals more aboutihe pressure itis underto keep up with theleading three

in this region. Although the top three ollshoters having been looking at
acquisition targetslot a low yearsnow. all have told us that it is dithcull to find
the righttype olIiL

stilttab GmbH Milo Group IT solutions and sottware l00"/o Total oteuroaJrn Anita's strategy to dispose olnnn-core business continues apace with the
Austria (£2.6m) in cash Sale ultttis business - Ihs leaslpmiilabla 0| Hie lnlemalional division☁s

operations sold solar. Anite's strategy is to locus on its core markets at public
sector. travel and telecoms. and we expect tunher disposals wrthin the
lntemational division.which now oompnses Anita Dautschland. GMO Mc.
and Anita Finance. Together, these businesses bring in revenue at £2t 4m.
butwilh pro tbelote tax at ELSm loritie division vwrh such low pto labtllly it
will be interesting to see what Anita can do with these interests

Recent IPOs
. Name 1☁ Actlvlty ☝ index Market ☜ testis - 'liltarkot IPO unto Price and Change

, . . i: _. . .. . like☜ . PM . cw ☜"05 sir-calm
FDMGroup He Media adaptation soltw are lot rtotrtles and PDAs A AM 78p EIEJm 07~Apr-05 79p 1.3%

Forthcoming IPOs

t; c . . ..._Actl.v_ltt'r.'.i . w" 'lasuePrlpg gsttltktcm trauma
BIS Group Control management soliw areand sstvloces top £22.1m oI-Jun-os
a-tetail Onltria retail consultancy n/a n/a n/a
Hansen! Group Holding conpany lor several soltw are businesses Na Na 10-May-05

hterQuest Group It recruitment Na Na Na
Lblquky Soliw era SPbasad network soltw are his 21mm rile

Visual Dalenca Fand lixed w lreless digital audio videosecur'ty technology SP ti/a n/a 06-May~05

  

[continued lrom page tourtaan]

Sarah Carter resigned in the wake

of the sale.

All of which amounts to a rather

sorry end for Harrier. This is a

classic example of a company

remains now is cash, and while

Harrier has mooted the possibility

of acquisitions of its own. we

suspect its longssuffering

shareholders may receive at least

a slice. (Phil Cod/mg)

that was nicely positioned in

growing areas of the market

(namely security and storage) but

just could not execute well

enough to achieve sustained

growth and profitability All that
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Share☁ 1 PSR S/ITS . Stave price Shave price☁ CapiIalisahon

SCS Price (☁apiblisalion 3 Hismric Relic Index ☁ move sime ☜Arnove☁ move since

SVS, .. S. 7.9... . LZAAMS.. FEE ea/.858... ☜9130195 ,. 02.995. 31.14995 .
Arr 6161;; 1 120.311 £16.311n☁ 4.3 6.42 207' 0.0% -£0.26m
Alpl'arnenc £0.74 £88.83m. - 1.1 1 -7.5% -£4.42111
☁Amn'an £0.93! £36.41m☁. - 4.21 98% -£3.20m

M☜? 5.4919,... . . , 9&9} .2093☁3'91 . , ☁. . ☁50 , ☜3%? 944"☜
1A anlic Gobal £0,401 £9.05m 68.1. 6.51 3.9%1 £0.69m
1Amenn'v S/SEITS £0.77} £46.34m☁ 15.9. 3.91 17.7%: £10.90m
☁Auonomy Corpora on £2.02! £218.40m 54.7} 1.88 20.1%} £19.21m
☁Aveva amp £6.68i £149.00m 43.61 3.08 1.3% £0.86m
1Amn Gmp 22.14: 211320111 257 9.06 44.3% 22.121"
3136113 11119116161111 £0861 £21.69m☁ 12.8 0.59☁ 1 . ☁ 4.9%. -£3.40m
☁18de V a H☜ ☜ _ _ 20.781 £21.62mlm ☁ 9571 n 20.9% 14.4%: . 326.129,
11130si11ess Syskerrs £0.16! £13.26m1 ☁ 132; -4.5% 5.0%. -£0.63m
10311113 Group £3.76} 22.496.88m 33.1 ☁ 1.05. 1017081 0.1% 2.9%1 £1.661n
onene s £0341 £14.62m 23.41 1.05 3781 -13.9%☁ -1 1.7%; -£2.37m
GBle GroLp £1.88 £12.42m 50.4. 1.651 32609☁ -5.1%☁ 46.5% -£0.66m1
Civica £2.11 £95.26m 4 2.42 1203 -12.3%☁ 47.9%: -£13.35mv
.aarityComneme ___-_ 7 _ _ £0.66 £10449 23.1 L ____5241 V 4.5%, V 30%: h ;_£0.16111~ .
Oin☁cal Corrpming £0.14 £4.49m -☁ 1151- -43.0% 56.2% -£3.39m «
(DDASdSys £3.73 £94.61m 37.6☁ 0.46 28881 2.1% 10.4% £1.90m
Corrim £2.26 £31.42m 33.7 0.20. 1738. 1.6% 3.0% £0.49m1
06111191611114; £0.86 £26.87m 122.11 6.733 684 __ 9.0% ☜6.6% 42287111
00111310212112: £2.59 £491 .59m 10.71 1.72] 387 V V 42.8% -11.0% -£72.13m
CorrpmrSoMre Gmup . £0.54 £26.53m 15.61 10.93. 455 3.6% -13.0% ELBEm
0611141911 ManagermntOorsmams ☁ CS £1.44 £23.86m - 0.061 1031 -5.9%1 7.9% -£1.50111
corpora j SP £0.14 £5.45m - 3.64: 368 -26.3%☁ -9.7% »£1.951111
DCS 6161;: CS £0.13 £3.13m - 0.741 208 -19.4%1 19.0% -£0.75mj
Dealogic 1 SP £1.60 £111.94m 27.8 3.141 696 4.5% 18.5% -£5.25m;
Delcam SP £2.48 £15.12m 13.2 1.351 954 10.7% 26.5% £1.57m:
Delica cs £7.53 £168.20m 18.8 0.31 1881 1.7% -2.6% £2.79mf
Diwm Gmp R 29.88 £210.09m 31.9 0.931 3027 3.9% 20.6% £7.98m☁
Dimension 051a 1 R £0.30 £402.73m -. 4.611☁ 53 -8.4% -21.1% -£36.92m☁
DRS Data 81 Research SP £0.39 £13.40m 29.1 6.81 352 _ _ 0.6%} -5.5% £0.09m1
Eamnan ☁ SP £0.01 £4.26m - 0.52 6 36.0% -51.6% -£2.991n.
Easysaeen SP £0.16 £15.03m - 2.13 93 5.0%? 5.0% £0.72m1
Edus SP £0.61 £87.52m -☁ 0.25 3024 -5.8% -24.4% -£3.Q1m☁_
Eedmrl'c D312 Processing : SP £0.76 £18.551n 29.1 2.401 2327 38% 2.0% {0.731111
E11006 112161111172 SP £0.09 £6.36m - 0.702 156 2.7%1 63% £0.17m1
Epic GmLp ☁ cs £0.73 £17.51111 17.4 4.96☁ 695 33%? -21.1% -£0.60m1
Eunlink Managed Semioes cs £0.50 £175.50m 41.9 1.36 495 20.8%} 35.6% -£45.63m
Flasl ll 1 SP 2007 21315111 . 2.84 56 22.9% 5.9% -£3.90m}
nancial ijem ☁ SP 2047 £12.941n ♥ 1.00 202 1.1%: 9.7% 20.14111I
Highsme Gmup SP £0.01 £0.78m » 1.47 70 43.9%; 58.7% -£o.13m
Flamevics Gimp SP 2070 £10.25m 18.0 2.33 2692 __ 0.0%? 5.3% _ £0.00m
FoolsSoan'ors 131614; ☁ SP £0.29 £7.92m - 1.27 146 0.0%} -27.8% £0.001n
(33601;) SP 2035 £27.66m 345.0 0.39 223 11.3%. 36.6% £2.83m
Gadsnne SP £0.22 £10.88m 22.4 9.42 544 -6.5%1 »4.4%☁ -£0.75m1
910121 A £0.92 £35.19m 27.1 3.10 476 66%} -9.8%- £2.47m☁
Gresham 0011111111119 09 £1.94 £96.08m - 0.47 2081 32.1%" 29.9% £45.43m;
(3101p NET cs £1.23 £23.7Brn 19.1 0.20 613 -8.6% 18.4% -£2.10m
1131116191319 cs £0.13 £4.26m - 0.16 103 43.1% -30.3% -£o.21111
Harvey Nash Group A 20.53 233.2111 96.4 214.46 303 29.3%1 -41.4% -£13.79m
Higl'arrs SysErrs Services A £0.06 £1.75m - 0,54 153 -4.3%1 0.0% -£0.081n
HorianTechnlugy cs £0.67 £60.301n 16.4 0.89 247 -14.9%☁| 43.2% £3.161n☁
1SSomions cs £0.12 £2.981n - 4.60 447 412.7%, -17.2% -£0.43m
meonpmreom cs £3.33 £69.30m 22.5 0.58 1847 -1 1.1%☝. 41 8.9% -£8.65m
100x SP £0.11 £20.54m 47.6 0.41 14 15.8%} -1.1% £2.80m
lnTedmlogy cs £1.53 £37.02m - 3.60 956 2.7%} 100.7% £0.97m
INOAT Imman'onal _ SP £0.46 £64.91m - 1.73 _☁ 184_0_ M 011.1 7 493.3513
Inmvaion @0141 SP £0.48 £210.72111 - 7.63 210 7.9% 38.1% £15.36m
111211199111 Envimrmems SP £0.03 £4.61m » 4.01 32 27.3%! -52.0% -£1.73m
1111913011171; Ding Salmons SP £0.01 22.39111 - 7.3 480 -30.4%1 26.2% -21.05m
Immede GmLp SP £0.15 £7.30m - 0.4 241.7 25.6% -21.6% 42252111
Invu SP £0.30 £22.961n 46.1 5.35 3105 7 51.3% 263% £4.47m
101110011111 SP £0.01 £1.00m - 7.47 17 0.0% 48.0% 20.00111
iSOFT amp SP £3.51 £799.481n 115.8 1.53 3191 0.9%; 1.7% £6.83m
main SP £0.03 26.40111 262.1 2.29 _ 96 12.1%: 0.0% £0.69m
mausimss Tedmlogy SP £0.81 £10.72m 8.1 46.34 615 44.8%; -23.3% -£1.86111
|©will 5P £0.65 £50.771n 19.5 0.72 1275 0.8%; 12.7% {0.39111
Movledge Technlogy 5111111016 SP £0.05 £7.411n - 0.09 1000 43.0%: -9.1% -£1.11111
01911201146 cs £1.63 21.225.87111 85.9 1.72 2236 78%. -15.3%1 -£103.25m
Laden A 20.59 £10.90m 8.5 2.10 565 -1 1.4%} __1_1_ 48/31, _-£1 .401n_           
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Stare PSR S/lTS Stare price Stare price Chpilalisalio

8(3 Price mpitalisalion Historic Ratio Index move since % rrove rrnve since
l ad BAN-05 BAN-(E PIE mp/Rev. BAnr♥OS 3141/9305 in 2015. 31-Mar-05

NECID4 SP £2.48 E53.60m 44.2 0.95 998 43.0% 35.6% {0.6601

Hangover So Ware SP £0.24 £10.78m - 1.57 250 3.2% -23.0% £0.33m

Marlborough S ing SP £0.42 m4.16m - 1.70 296 0.6% 16.9% £0.57m

Naxina Holdings CS £1.63 £19.45m - 1.67 1185 1.9% 66.3% £0.36m

Mediasuface CS 20.13 £10.20m - 0.07 974 -1 5.9% 76.7% -E1.l35ml

Mcrogen CS 2078 £79.50m 387.5 1.031 331 4.0% 37.2% £3.03m

Mnorplanst 315%☜ SP £0.04 £6.01m - 1.05 77 ~11.8% 41.8% -E0.31 m

lVisys SP £2.02 21.039.71m 118.8 0.30 2513 88% -3.5% -£113.B7m

Mortlas SP £0.16 £4.18m ~ 0.23 213 -5.9% -13.5°o -EO.26m

Morse F! 20.77 £115.52m - 4.93 306 28.8% -20.3% -E46.B1m

NSBlmermlioral A 60.74 £15.07m 28.6 4.06 387| 6.5% -11.4% £0.92m

NGIGDLp CS £2.32 £75.48m - 6.88 1336 -8.9% 20.3% {7.34mi

Nder SP 22.11 £57.88m 22.9 2.86 844 46.4% 0.0% -£11.38m

Nelcall SP £0.25 £16.61m 252.5 1.72 510 12.2% 32.9%☁ £1.81"!

Nelslore CS £0.42 £40.67m 36.9 2.60 278 ♥0.6% 10.6% -E0.24m

Nexis Maragermrt CS 俉0.01 £1.99m - 1.96 200 -15.4% -15.4"o £0.24rn

Nortrgate Irformalion Solmors CS £0.67 £355.56m - 1.01 257 -1.5% 3.5%: £20.08rn

NSB Relail syslens SP £0.25 £89.03m - 0.13 2130 ♥7.5% -7.5% -£4.88m

OedickHFi SP 2003 24.83m - 1.84 81 0.0% -7.1% £0.00m

Parity A 20.08 221.65m - 2.67 1250 20.0% -24.1% 23.61 m

@serrs SP £0.15 £21.66m - 2.09 136 -10.8% 18.4% {2.40m

PhoenrxlT CS 2266 £155.46m - 9.01 984 -3.1% -3.0% -£4.97m

Pilat Media Gobal SP £0.39 E1 9.71 m 15.1 1.04 1950 -10.3% 5.4% >E2.27m

Hmlogy SP £1.14 £22.80m - 0.92 B17i -24.0% -40.5% {7.20mi

Plan'rHoldings SP £0.23 221.30☝! 23.3 1.46 969 5.7% ~3.1% E1.15m'

Prologic CS £0.70 £6.95m - 0.30 837 3.0% 40.3% £0.20m

PSD Gotp A 22.48 261.86m 33.9 0.86 1125 -9.2% «1.8%. £6.25"!

0A CS £0.03l £8.95m ♥ 0.64 14 40.7% 0.0%, -俉1.07m

cmm'ca A £0.55 222367" 16.5 1.09 444 -8.3% 18.3% -£2.03m

Raftlrierralional 5P £0.09 £6.12m ~ 2.76 147 ~5.1% 8.8% -20.33m

Red Sqiaied CS £0.07 £1.84m - 0.77 357 -33.3% -27.8% -£0.92m

Retail Decisiors SP 50.30 287.6me 28.5 3.02 409 -4.0% 6.1% -£3.62m

RM SP £1.83 £165.53m 41.5 4.48 5214 -1.1% 5.2% -£1.81m|

Royalblue Gum , SP £5.53 £180.55m 23.1 1.59 3250 -6.9% 24.2% -£13.07m

Saga Guup 1 SP £1.96 £2,509.62m 19.7 1.05 75192 2.9% -3.3%' -俉70.00m
Sanderson Gimp SP £0.61 £24.47m - 5.20 931 ~9.0% -0.5% ♥E2.48m

SDL CS £1.21 £67.72m - 0.09 803 1.3% -10.1% £1.19m

ServioeF☁ovxer SP £0.29 £21.37m - 2.60 290 1.8% -14.7%☁ £0.37ml

517115 Financial SP 21.05 £18.15m 74.6 3.01 697 15.1% 25.1%I 22.7Bm

SiFMSiTplc CS £0.07 £8.41m - 6.3; 64.1 -11.9% 20.4% -E1.14m

grams pic SP £0.12 £8.57m - 0.3I 1256.8 24.0% 26.7% ' E1.66m

Sopi'aon SP £0.23 £27.15m ♥ 1.95 335 46.4% 2.1% -ES.79m

Sprirg G'oLp A 20.99 £155.66m 14.1 1.14 1100 5.3% 7.6% ♥E8.65m

StalPro Grow SP £0.54 £17.69m 10.1 42.36 669 13.8% 59.7% £2.15m

gimmeman'onal ☁ 7 7 SP 20.0; » £_27.37_r ~ - 3.21 53 43.7% -41 1% n-Eozam
Siperscape VH SP £0.38 £46.59!☜ - 1.2 189.4 -1 7.6% -37.0% -£9.94m§

811100an (was JSB) SP 25.1 0 £153.66m 41.6 4.70 2550 -1 8.7% -7.3% {35.40"}:

S/stems Urion SP £1.16 £124.54m 29.0 2.40 892 -3.7% 0.4% -E4.83m1

Tadpole Technology SP £0.06 £22.69m - 1.85 142 46.1% 41.3% £3.56m

Telecin CS £0.21 £56.46!☜ - 18.96 27 1.2% 10.7% 20.68☝!

TikitGroLp CS £1.75 £22.07m 37.1 1.41 1517 -4.6% 8.7% £1.08!"

Torex Retail SP 61 .01 £187.69m -' 0.76 2525 -1 1.0% 33.3% £23.23"!

TOEI Systerrs SP £0.52 £5.42m 14.5 0.80 971.7 4.6% -3.7% {0.26171

Towmtone GOLD SP £0.98 £10.79m - 0.33 929 »1 4.5% 4.8% £1.53"!

Trace GOLD SP £0.82 212.38!" 16.0 0.63 6521 1.9% 1.2% £0.23"!

Triad GOLD CS £0.48 £12.10m 31.3 2.52 352 -6.9% -1 7.4% -E0.89m

Tribal Ciom CS £1.57 £117.32m ~ 7.90 948 11.0% 8.7% £11.62m

Ultirra Network R 20.03 25.11"] 17.9 0.23 61 11.1% 33.3% £0.51m

Ulirasis GOLD SP £0.01 £6.94m 1.10 15 42.3% 123.9% -E4.71m

Universe GOLD SF'. 俉0.17 £10.11m ♥ 0.38 733 -5.7% 48.5% -EO.61m

Vega Grow CS 21.92 238.971☜ 27.0 24.65 1570 1.9% -1 .8% £0.71m

VI grow SP £0.09 £3.35"! - 0.92 180 26.5% -36.6% ~E1.21m

'viansl CS 俉0.07 E9.29m - 2.08 58 43.3% 19.6% {0.84m

Weallh Marageneri Software SP £0.12 £5.58rn - 0.73 88 2. % 4.2% E0.12rrll

Workolaoe $5an SP £0.16 £22.19"! - 0.50 0 0.0% -8.8% £0.00m☁

Xansa CS £0.89 俉305.12m 8.2 3.22 2282 -6.6% 4396☁ -£20.90m

X☁KDGOLD SP £0.73 £21.35m » 0.47 517 -7.2°/u 6.9% -£1.65m

XN CheekoutHoldings SP 22.1 8 £56.91m 22.5 2224 ~8.0% 44.9%; -ES.13m|

)QJer se (imp CS £0.01 £6.16m 59 43. % 96. % £1.88m   Note: We calculate PSR as market capitalisation divided by sales in the most recenlly announced rancial year
Main SVSTEMHOUSE SIITS Index set at 1000 on 15m April lQSQ. Any new entrants to the Stock Excharge are allocated an Index or low) based an
the issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted: achange in. lhe share price 01 the largest company has the same e ect as n sinnlar change for the

smallest company. Category Codes: GS = Computer Services SP : Software Product R 2 Reseller A .-. IT Agency 0 = Other
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RESELLERS LOSE THE MOST IN ☜☁"""""☁☜° ""21"FTSE 100 4301.70

DECLINING MARKET "55"☜ ☜m☝ice☜... m... maunm FT_SE smauCap I U _ > 1 2502.30
' ' ' sn Ina-3x ' ms ' ioc MARk ' ☁ " ☂nss

. . . _ 100 1 csr «A» La. .5411,
April has produced another month of declines In the M V _ " 4B m 42;;

UK S/lTS market. The AIM index fell almost 8%, while PW☜ ☁5☁"AP'E9 tam-☜e ☜333 '5
mm lsiJan so «14235-7; «1032395

the teCkMARK 100 fell 4.6%. Our owr Flam lsIJan 91 mosses; ☜2225?;
- Flam lstJan 92 mamas 192.50%SYSTEMHOUSE Index and the FTSE IT 808 Index Flam ☜Hanan mama MW; ☜0203,,☝

meet somewhere in the midpoint of the previous two From IleanQd nearest. «10.47% «9.997;.
. From IstJan 95 92331633 +£6.34☁ilz MAN}:0

at A) and respectlvely☁ From IstJan 96 +f2lt15°3 (☜3.15% (17.12% «524% 944.36%

From Ilean 97 486.55% ☜655% 918.32% +2.80% 483995

From 15113" 93 4545784, 6.50% 913.44% 63.38% ☜.15☝; 42LI6%

The Teal leer for "☂18 month was the reseller segment From lstJan99 46.72% 48.37% 25.57% 67.76% ☁25.! x. «35.34%
7% over _ a signi cant change from the From lleanDO 66.46% (50.71% #13713 787.45% 746.08% 952%

r _ ' 4 From fstJan 01 «3039/: 22.63% 757.32% ~76.08% -302f°.l, vllBS☁i☂o

5.2% growth In March. The 5128 of this fall is mostly due From xstJan oz most. .7 97% 25.5222. 44.79% szrr. «2.57%
From lstJan DC! 084.12% *2l.66☜/o 966.81% 937.03% ☜.4394, 63.95%

☁0 comems ove☂ compmaceme☂ and Morse From lleenDd +6.51% «725% «552% more ozone. .132☝;
Compu☁acenter has seen ☜S Shares drop almost Flam IstJanDS +1.41% 025% -9,55°.☂e 41.03% 70249:: +1.62%

0 .
13A) amongst warnings that revenues for the year to E mvh , ☜7☁, ☜fevers♥☜Wmsi y
date have fallen 10% compared to the previous year. . imaohmilmailnol☁MmI D-☁Mmslwn Maniac. mam: h .

. .. - . ., 4_.AL-_. .rum i._,lllm ,,11
and that pro ts Will be substantial/y below last years . 5☝...☜ Houses 11 l". i 121». i 15 l *

lT SIM! Agencies l -23 3☁; l 15☜. l »2(

Resell-Is l 299'. l 152;. l a

Morse faces more of a serious problem. with shares lm☁s g ; ' i i if: i 58...

   

in the company falling almost 29% over April. In a

third quarter update the company had revealed that

"there has been a further deterioration of this business with both sales and margins under greater pressure", and so far there is little evidence

of the benefits of the company☁s acquisition ofDiagotal. Clearly the reseller segment continues to lace challenges.

Still, almost one third of all the companies in our index registered a share price fall of 10% or more over April. The top five fallers were: Clinical

Computing (♥43%); Ultrasls Group (♥42%): Earthport(♥38%); Red Squared (♥33.3%): and Gresham Computing (♥32%).

Similarly. only one third of businesses actually grew their share price. But as an example of the climate we are currently in. two of the top four

(lnvu, up 51 %, and smartFocus. up 24%) are in their maiden years on AIM. Of the other two. only XpertiseGroup can justify its rise of 44%

with a set of strong results On the other hand. Atten'N Systems☁ 31% rise can safely be attributed tothe M&A interest it has received from

Finland☁s Tietoenator and the UK☂s own Microgen. (Samad Masood}
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: SYSTEMHOUSE concisely summarises all the major nancial and corporate news DELIVERY ADDRESS☜

in the UK S/lTS marketplace ♥ richly interspersed with Ovum Holway comment and

5 opinion.
i
i
l in addition to SYSTEMHOUSE. Ovum Holway a☁so produces Hotnews.

i Through Hotnews our team of analysts bring you all the latest nancial and

5 corporate news in the UK S/ITS market and beyond -direct to your desktop every

i working day. Available via email. Hotnews combines news, comment and opinion.

For more information about how to subscribe to the Hotnews service. contact

; Suzana Murshld on 0207 551 9071.
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